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promise valuable con tributio n.s.fro m leading Dentists of Canada, England,
and the United States.

EXCHANGES.-Às both Editors requires exchanges, we would thank
other Journals to exeliange with us in duplicale, and address to each
Editor respectively in Montreal and Toronto.

To TIIE MEDICAL PROFEsSION.-Proinent Dentists in England,
the United States and Canada (imany of whom are graduates in medicine)
will contribute their experience with nitrous oxide gas, ether spray, and
similar agents used in tle practice of dentistry, and appropriate form in
operations in surgery. The practice of pliysicians in treating diseases
affecting the teeth will be specially reported, naking the journal accept-
able to any practitioner of medicine.

ADVERTISIN.-Tie C. J. D. S. as the only medium likely to reacli
the Canadian profession generally, will be the best medium of advertising
manufactures, &c., used in dentistry.

Owing to several disappointinents, and drawbaeks not likely to oeeur

again, it was thought best to defer the cntrée of the journal until June,
rather than issue it late in May.

We send this number of the journal to every dentist in the Dominion
whose address we have been able to secure. If every one who receives
it would subscribe, we could enlarge to double the present size-as we
hope at some future time to do-aud issue a periodical second to none.
As soon as circumstances admit we will increase the number of pages,
and give illustrations. The first attempt of the kind in Canada, cannot
be expected to rival older journals in size, but we give as much now, in
one number as similar journals in the United States originally gave in
threc, and if properly sustained hope to imîitate their present enterprise.
The limited circulation the C. J. D. S. must necessarily have in Canada,
where the profession bas iot such scope, is not as much needed and
therefore is not as numerous as in the neighbouring country, constrains
us to iake the subscription higher than we would prefer; but we
have faith in the spirit and good will of Canadian dentists, and feel
assured the matter of a dollar will not stand in the way.

In addition to the Journal, each subscriber will receive gratis at the
end of the year, a Directory of the profession in Canada. The list of
subseribers and contributors will be published at the end of each volume.

Dental Students should become the owners of the first effort of the kind
made in Canada. The undertaking, and its contents, will one day be
historical; and students as well as teachers should be ambitious of enrol-
ling their names among those who aid to make it successful.


